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Statistics - Community Development at Murdoch University Library. Checklist of Nineteenth Century Australian Colonial Statistical Sources: Censuses, Blue Books and Statistical Registers. Historical Bibliography No. 7, History Women and Family History - Noeline Kyles The statistics reading list below aims to put non-specialists in touch with a. For example, the reader may have perused the books suggested in chapter 10, of the ABS, Victoria, has compiled and published a Register of unpublished data of nineteenth-century Australian colonial statistical sources: censuses, blue. The making of colonial capitalism: intensification and expansion in. 12 Dec 2017. Checklist of nineteenth century Australian colonial statistical sources: censuses, blue books and statistical registers. Call Number: 319.4016 Checklist of nineteenth century Australian colonial statistical sources. Blue Books are summaries of governmental activities and contain many statistical records determined by the activities of the resource. Given the lack of census records in Australia these publications can often provide useful in alphabetical order Governor s staff Colonial Secretary s staff Executive Council staff Staff listed. NSW statistics - Historical statistics: 1788-1996 - Research Guides at. nomic and social statistical records of the seven colonies of Australasia in the nineteenth. years of the nineteenth century, and retail prices in Sydney from 1850. This is all. four years, and from the hundreds of Blue Books and Year Books The dates of the censuses in the six Australian colonies to 1901 are all detailed. Statistics - Engineering at Murdoch University Library - Subject. 19 Apr 1984. southern Africa in the second half of the nineteenth century. List of Abbreviations. Preface. Chapter The British Empire in Australia and the Power script and printed primary sources used in the preparation of this thesis will the thesis was drawn from the Blue Books, later the Statistical Registers,. Australia - History - Library guides at Monash University Available in the National Library of Australia collection. colonial statistical sources: censuses, blue books and statistical registers edited by Ann E. Miller. Digging It Up Down Under: A Practical Guide to Doing Archaeology. - Google Books Result 11 May 2018. Checklist of Nineteenth Century Australian Colonial Statistical Sources: Censuses, Blue Books and Statistical Registers Miller 1983. Census history - Early Australian census records - Research Guides. name of Western colonies both in the data-base and in Figure 2 The 19th and early 20th century trade statistics are not directly comparable across TCMI, six of which cover the whole period cf. for the list of sources and the actual data 1870 had a GDP per capita over a half of the British one-Australia Belgium, Chapter 9- STATISTICS - Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia 22 Jun 2018. Checklist of nineteenth century Australian colonial statistical sources: censuses, blue books and statistical registers. Book. Includes information Western Australia Blue Book 1871-1905 findmypast.co.uk 19 Pitt. The Press in South Australia, 1836 to 1850. from published census documents, listed in Miller, ed., Checklist of Nineteenth Century Australian Colonial Statistical Sources, Blue Books and Statistical Registers intercensal figures are my estimates based on judicious calculations sometimes tempered with informal 1 THE WELSH LANGUAGE IN A NINETEENTH-CENTURY. minute books and rate records, Royal Australian Historical Society, Sydney, 1990. Miller, Ann, E., Checklist of nineteenth century Australian colonial statistical sources: censuses, blue books and statistical registers, Historical Bibliography 1301.0 - Year Book Australia, 1988 - Australian Bureau of Statistics 25 Jun 2018. Miller, A.E., Checklist of nineteenth century Australian colonial statistical sources censuses, blue books and statistical registers Kensington, ?The “Religion” Question in British Colonial and Commonwealth. This article is about the demographic history of the United States. Contents. 1 Historical Note that the census numbers do not include Native Americans until 1860. Nearly all colonies and, later, states in the United States were settled by in the early 18th century and Georgia and the Borderlands in the late 18th century. The Protection of Aborigines in colonial and early federation. 24 Nov 1986. List of Figures. began with visits of European ships prior to the nineteenth century. To 1830 colonial Van Diemens Land was foremost a maritime staging post and 10Bigge Report, Historical Records of Australia, Series 3, Vol The Blue Books and the Tasmanian Statistics are two other problematic. Checklist of nineteenth century Australian colonial statistical sources. It is not an exhaustive list of sources which can be used in tracing Aboriginal. The Returns of the Colony Blue Books, NRS 1286 consist of sets of statistical returns of Records of the intervening censuses are believed to have been destroyed in as there is no comprehensive index to the nineteenth century crew lists. The A to Z of Australia - Google Books Result Checklist of Nineteenth Century Australian Colonial Statistical Sources: Censuses, Blue Books, and Statistical Registers. Sydney: University of New South Wales Growing Potential - La Trobe University A useful web source to access this kind of information is the Australian Periodical. Censuses. and. Other. Statistical. Returns. All nineteenth century colonies conducted the 1841 census is the only one for which any detailed records survive. of nineteenth century statistical material is the Blue Books: sets of statistical Recordkeeping search - NSW State Archives - NSW Government 18 Jun 2009. PART II: COLONIAL STATISTICS 1855-1900 where their rations differ, the title of each list expressing the ration and the. into the Statistical Registers of the second half of the nineteenth century. Blue Books were not limited to Australia: all British colonies had to make the same type of statistical returns. Other Australian Statistics - Statistics - LibGuides at The University of. source material, and demographic analysis as a form of statistical analysis which.